Concept Abstract
Submit the one-page abstract with your concept video.
Abstract submission is required before concepts are posted online.

Team Name, Concept Name, Team Lead Name:

Mining Learn, Fun Mining Learning!, Esteffany Julyett Linares Molina
In a few words, describe the general idea of your concept (game/social media/signs/book, etc.)
Fun Mining Learning is a website where you can learn in a fun way about mining and its importance, here you will find printables

and games, being accessible to most people since the internet is currently widely used and accessible.

In a brief paragraph, describe your concept and how it will change the public’s perception of mining.
Our project will change the perception of mining since it provides information and shows the importance of mining through fun
activities to people of the age range who are constantly learning, seeking in our public to change myths and falsehoods, in our project

we work from the youngest with easy to learn activities (coloring printables, vowel templates, and computer games) and to teens who

can learn with complex activities (such as reasoning games, printables and computer games).

In a few words, describe your intended audience.
Our project is aimed especially at people who do not know about mining, that is why we want to instill learning about mining from

children to teenagers since the material is divided according to the age and capacity of each one.

How far reaching do you envision your concept, that is, how many people and at what age ranges do
you think your concept will reach?
The far reaching that it imagine is eight thousand people and the age range is 3 - 16 years.

Please show a general breakdown and total projected cost of your project, if it were to be noticed or
sponsored.
The total projected cost is $ 2,000, includes the creation of the page with enough storage to load the materials, and personnel to manage

this page and implement the material.

Briefly please include any additional information you would like judges to know about your concept.
Adding that learning about mining and its importance will allow us to change myths for truths, finally this learning promises to be fun for

children and teenagers taking advantage of the virtual modality to reach the majority of people.
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